Attempt on Nampa, 6755 m
John AlIen

For us and for ever, ampa will be one of the most beautiful, most magnificent
mountains any of us has ever seen. And we did not reach the summit. There
were hard days, when exposure to cold seemed to be lominating us, when
upplies were low and men too far ahead, when anxiety for friends tretched a
man to the limit. Yet, given the opportunity, we would probably again select
this life of deprivation, knowing that nerves would become taut that physical
and mental limits would be approached. There was a magic in the light, a c1oseness from sleeping on the mountain, an urge to be part of the mystique of
adventure, and the prospect of reaching an unclimbed summit.
The range of Api/Nampa is in the extreme.north-west of Nepal, beyond the
Inner Line of India and near to Tibet. Perhaps the Tepal Government gave
permission to our plans because Jampa, 6755 m, was on their list of permissible
peaks, and they feared a how of ignorance of their own country in its remotest
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corner. Our final permission was not granted until the Indian Defence Ministry
agreed to our plan after the week of pressure we applied in Delhi to obtain
Inner Line permits.
Our information on the area was limited to Heim and Gansser, W. H. Murray,
J. B. Tyson, S. Wignall, Piero Ghiglione and Y. Tsuda. The post-monsoon
season was advised for a minor peak, and cold, clear days were to be expected.
So we left Delhi early in September 1970, and crossed into Nepal on 16
September. None of the local people could give clear information about our
route, but the porters (Dhotials) were happy to set out from Jhulaghat (they
had just been paid in advance). For days we merely went up and down, starting
at some 500 m above sea level, and returning to a similar altitude at night. Even
after the tenth night we were only just over 2000 m. But on 28 September we
had mounted to approximately 3870 m and Base Camp, below the best peak
in the area.
The monsoon had been with us all the way, but a weakening in its power
lulled us to move up. A few days of reconnaissance established the best route
but then bad weather led to avalanches. Alien and Cosby were ejected thereby
from the couloir to a few days of nursing hurt pride and bridge sessions, until
a clearance took place on 8 October. Beighton and Cosby were back in the
couloir on I I October and reached Nampa Col at 5395 m where they dug a
snow cave and prospected beyond, while Allen and Clarke ferried loads up and
the others did the soul-destroying job of ferrying and porter-organising. And
thus perhaps we wore ourselves out. We had been unable individually to accept
a porter as partner in the steep couloir, though this would have been desirable
for dumping more supplies at higher camps. The prospect of a failure in communication through lack of knowledge of each other's language at a vital
moment was too risky. Then the men in front (Beighton and Cosby) overcame the pinnacles, and after a few days of high altitude effort, set up Camp 3
at 5640 m, and were seen making for Camp 4. The ridge steepened alarmingly,
and provided sensational exposure and magnificent views. The weather held
good, but cold winds had sapped our strength. What was it like at Camp 4 ?
The four of us below failed to reach Camp 3 with loads on 21 October, thus
widening the safety margin between us and Camps 4 and 5. Allen and Rowntree
descended for more supplies, and returned up the couloir in a blizzard on
22 October. Always our feet seemed to be freezing, and we only slept fitfully,
anxious for Beighton and Cosby. On 23 October we set out to find them, but
the wind was bitter and we had to return without having seen them. Then at
daybreak they returned having had a harrowing descent from 6250 m where
they had sited Camp 5. Beighton had suffered a hacking, blood-stained cough,
and minor frost-bite, so we put him to bed with oxygen, and Cosby was in
.
need of rest and food.
We now had insufficient strength to continue, too little food, a suspected case
of pulmonary oedema, some frost-bite, and colder weather. In sum, a slight
accident could so easily have been fatal, since no help could be expected from
anywhere. We abandoned the attempt.
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The last few days spent at Base Camp seemed to be rather special, days of
privilege-. The mountain unrolled from its clouds and became colder. The
sun's heat was noticeably less. But the whole scene lost none of its sparkle of
beauty, its magnetism. There was no feeling of repulsion, as when one is
recovering from some mishap in the Alps. One felt a closeness with the mountain; we had experienced the problem of reaching the top, but in failure to
achieve that objective, had not been cut off from communion with the peak.
In our disappointment the hours of relaxation from mental and physical
worries helped us to see the expedition as a unity. It would seem hardly
possible for those who follow us to have a better adventure with a mountain.
Attempt on Nampa, 6755 m, North-west Nepal, by Manchester
Nepal Expedition 1970; J. T. H. Alien, R. A. Beighton, A. B. Clarke, Mrs Y. R.
Clarke, B. Cosby, W. S. Rowntree.

SUMMARY

Highest point reached was about 6250 m on West ridge. Approach march was
from south-west at Jhulaghat on Kali river and up the full length of the
Chamlia river.
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